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1. INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental concept of a fuzzy set was first introduced by Zadeh in 
his classical paper [ 141. Since then work has been done by many authors, 
in several directions, which has resulted in the formation of a new 
mathematical field called “Fuzzy Mathematics.” The theory of fuzzy 
topological spaces is a branch of such mathematics. Chang in [2] was the 
first tointroduce the notion of fuzzy topology. Several others continued the 
work in this area (for example, see [ 12, 131). We remark that general point 
set topology can be regarded as a special case of fuzzy topology, where all 
membership functions are just characteristic fun tions. 
In this paper, we introduce several fuzzy topological concepts and 
examine their properties. Our basic tool in that process is the notion of the 
fuzzy neighborhood of a point introduced by Warren in [Ill. 
We also introduce the notion of fuzzy multifunctions, which we strongly 
believe will be useful in the study of fuzzy games and general fuzzy 
optimization problems. We study the continuity and measurability proper- 
ties of these multifunctions. Also we introduce linear fuzzy multifunctions 
and study their properties inthe light of the recent work of Katsaras [5], 
Katsaras and Liu [S], and Lowen [9] on fuzzy vector spaces. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we recall some basic notions of fuzzy sets and fuzzy 
topological spaces. 
Let X be a set. A fuzzy set in X is an element in [0, 11”. i.e., a function 
from X into [0, 11. Actually this is the membership function of a fuzzy set 
of X (see Wong [ 12, 131). But here we adopt the convention of identifying 
fuzzy sets with their membership functions. This facilitates th  discussion f
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a fuzzy set in relation toan element of X. This identification was first used 
by Goguen [4]. 
Following Chang [2], we define a fuzzy topology to be a subset rX of 
[0, 11” such that 
(i) 0, 1 EZ X2 
(ii) if p, L6rX then p A LetX, 
(iii) if pmerX for all cr~J, then SU~,~~~~=V~~~~~EZ~. 
Then the pair (X, zx) is called a fuzzy topological space (abbreviated 
f.t.s.). All elements of rX are said to be open fuzzy sets (or briefly F-open 
sets). Then an element pE [0, 11” is said to be a closed fuzzy set (or briefly 
F-closed) ifand only if 1 - p is F-open. 
A map p --) ji from [0, 11” into [0, I]” is said to be a closure operator if 
for all p, 3, E [0, 11” it satisfies thefour Kuratowski axioms: 
0) PLP, 
(ii) F = ji (i.e., the closure operator is idempotent), 
(iii) ~vI=jvR, 
(iv) 0=0. 
An equivalent way to define 11 is the following: 
ji = /j (1: ;1 is F-closed and I>, p}. 
Clearly then ,ii is always F-closed. 
So using the closure operator, we can define a fuzzy topology on X. This 
is the collection 
7x= {PE co, 11 x:1-p=l-p}. 
Now let n, A E [0, 11’ and let p> I.. Then L is called an interior fuzzy set 
of p if and only if there is a PET, such that p bp > 1. The least upper 
bound of all interior fuzzy sets of p is called the interior fP and it is 
denoted by $‘. (Clearly $‘ET~, i.e., cl“ is F-open.) 
We can also define the fuzzy boundary of p E [0, l]“, denoted by pb. 
This is defined to be the i&mum of all F-closed sets p with the property 
p(x) 2 j(x) for all XE A’ for which we have [ji A (1 -p)](x) > 0. Clearly, 
pb is F-closed and pb 6 ji (see [lo]). 
Further, if p, 1 E [0, 11” and p 3 1, then p is said to be a fuzzy 
neighborhood of i if there is a p E rX such that p >p > A, i.e., ifI is an 
interior fuzzy set of p. 
The first attempts for local study of fuzzy topological spaces produced 
the notion of a fuzzy point (see [ 131). 
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A fuzzy point is a fuzzy set pr. E [0, 11” (2 E (0, 1)) such that 
PA(X) = 1 if x=x0 
=o otherwise. 
Then x0 is the support of the fuzzy point pi. 
We say that the fuzzy points {~j.,},,N with supports {x,*),,~~ converge 
to the fuzzy .point p). with support x# x, for all nz n, for some n, E N if for 
all pE zX such that ~j, < p there is an m E N such that pj,n < p for all n2 m. 
Next let f be a mapping from X to Y and let 1 E [0, 11’. Then f ~ ‘(1) 
belongs to [0, 11” (i.e., is a fuzzy set in X) and it is given by 
f- ‘(J”)(x) = A(f(x)) for all xE X. 
Conversely, ifp E [0, 1 lx, then f(p) E [0, 11’ and it is defined by 
f(P)(Y)= sup /4x) if f-‘(~)f0 
rEf-‘(J) 
=o otherwise. 
If (X, tX) and (Y, z y) are two f.t.s., a map f: X--+ Y is said to be fuzzy 
continuous (or briefly F-continuous) iffor all ,? Et ,,, f- I(;“) E rX. 
The next notion, introduced by Warren [ 111, allows us to consider local 
concepts related to fuzzy topological spaces. 
A fuzzy set n in an f.t.s. (X,5X) is said to be a neighborhood of the points 
XE X, if and only if there is a PE rX such that p <n and n(x) = p(x) > 0. 
For economy in notation, we will denote a neighborhood of x E X by n,. If 
n, E tXp then it is called an open neighborhood of x E X. 
Finally, ifA is an ordinary (crisp) set, we will denote its characteristic 
function by xa. 
3. FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL CONCEPTS 
Let (X, zX) be an f.t.s. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An f.t.s. (X, rX) is said to be Hausdorff if and only if 
for all x, ~GX, x# y, there xist ,u, 2~7~ such that p(x)=A(y)= 1 and 
pr\A=O. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If (X, zX) is a Hausdorff J:t.s., x, yE X and x # y then 
there exists ,u E ~~ such that p(x) > 0 and p(y) = 0. 
Proof. This follows from Definition 3.1, above, 
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If ( Y, r y) is another f.t.s., then a mappingf: X + Y is said to be F-open if 
for every p E rX, f(p) E r y. Similarly, we can define F-closed maps from X 
into Y. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If (X, T*) is a Hausdurff’ jls., (Y, TV) an jls. and 
f: X-r Y is an F-open bijection, then ( Y, 7 ,,) is also a Hausdorff jls. 
Proof Let y,, y2~ Y and y,#y,. Let yl=f(x,) and y2=f(x,). Since 
by hypothesis, (X, rX) is a Hausdorff .t.s., then there xist p, 1 E zX such 
that I = 1(x,) = 1 and p A A= 0. Now, since f is an F-open map f(p) 
and f(A) both belong to ry. Also f(p A 1) = f(p) A f(A.)=O. Finally, 
f(fl)(y*) = suPxG/-‘(.v,, p (x)= 1 and f(A)(y,)=~up.,~,-I,,,,~(x)= 1. Hence, 
indeed (Y, r ,,) is a Hausdorff f.t.s. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If (A’, sx) is a Hausdorff jls. and Yc X then 
(Y, zXI ,,) is Hausdorff too. 
Proof: Let x, y E Y G X. Then there exist p, AEZ~ such that 
p(x)=A(y)=l and p~r\=O. But ~~I(x)=IzIy(y)=l and P~~A~I~=O. 
So (Y, rXI ,,) is Hausdorff as claimed. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (X, rX) be an f.t.s. We define the following otions. 
(i) A fuzzy set ~1 is said to be fuzzy dense (F-dense) if and only if 
/Ii= 1. 
(ii) A fuzzy set p is said to be fuzzy boundary (F-boundary) if and 
only if 1 ---CL= 1. 
(iii) A fuzzy set is said to be fuzzy nowhere dense (F-nowhere dense) 
if and only if j is F-boundary. 
Remarks. From Definition 3.2, we can easily deduce the following facts: 
(1) If A 2 p and II is F-dense then p is F-dense, too. 
(2) If 16 y and p is F-boundary then i is F-boundary, too. 
(3) If I ,< p and p is F-nowhere den&en Iz is F-nowhere dense, too - - 
(because n~~~X~~~l-I~l-~~l-X~l-~. So l-X=1 which 
means that 1 is F-nowhere dense). 
(4) rfp is F-nowhere dense then so is ji. 
(5) Zf PE [0, 11” is F-dense and 2~7~ then A9p A 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If p is F-closed, ,u is F-dense and p > ,U then p = 1. 
ProoJ: From Remark (1) we have’ that p is F-dense too. So p = p = 1 
(note that p = p since p is F-closed). Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. If 1 is F-dense then (1 - p)” = 0. 
Proof We claim that (1 - p)” = 1 - ,ii. By definition, 
l-~=l-~{(p:(l-p)Erx, p&L) 
=v (AET x: l-/L&I} 
= (1 -/L)” (see Section 2). 
But, since p is F-dense, fi = 1. Hence 1 - ji = 0. Therefore, the fuzzy interior 
of the complement of an F-nowhere dense set is zero. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If (X, T*) and (Y, t ,,) are f2.s. andf: X+ Y is F-con- 
tinuous, f(X) = Y and p is F-dense then f(p) is F-dense in Y. 
Proof: From the F-continuity ofthe map f, we have that f(p) <m. 
But by definition 
f(P)(Y)= SUP ii(x)= 1 for all yE Y. 
Tel‘-‘(y) 
So fm 5 1. Hence f(p) is F-dense in Y. Q.E.D. 
The next proposition isvery important because it gives us a complete 
characterization of F-boundedness. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let (X, zx) be an Jt.s. Then 
(i) p E [0, 11” is F-boundary if and only if p” = 0. 
(ii) ALE [0, 11” is F-boundary if and only if p<pb. 
Proof (i) As we proved that (1 - /.L)” = 1- ,C (see Proposition 3.5), we 
can show that (1 - /.L) = 1 -PO. But 1 -p = 1 since p is F-boundary. So 
1 -p” = 1, which means that p” z 0. 
(ii) Now suppose that p is F-boundary. From part (i) we have that 
~~50. But ,ub>/&pO. So pb 3 ji 2 p. Next, let p < pb. Since pb is closed, 
p < pb (1). Also we know (see [lo]) that p” v pb = & (2). From (1) and 
(2), we conclude that pb = ,!I. But pb > ji - ~1”. So ji > fi - p”, which implies 
that p” = 0. Therefore, bypart (i) of this proposition, we finally deduce that 
,U is F-boundary. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. ,ii s F-boundary if and only if ji d 1 - p if and only if 
PLl-fi. 
Proof: Suppose that ji is F-boundary. Then 1 -p = 1. Hence p < 1 -p. 
Now let J <m. We know that (see [lo]) (p)b > (1 - fi) A ,C = p. But we 
always have pb < F = p. So (p)b = ji and since (p)b 3 p - (j)“, we get that 
(p)” = 0. So by Proposition 3.7(i) we conclude that ji is F-boundary. Also it 
is clear from the definition of fuzzy closure that fi <m+-+ p ~1. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. p is F-nowhere dense if and only if p 6 1 - ji. 
Now suppose that for 2, p E [0, 11” we have that 
- - 
(1-L) A (1 -/L)=(l -n) A (1 -p). 
Then we have the following useful result. 
(*I 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If ,? E [0, 11” is F-boundary, u E [0, 11” is F-nowhere 
dense and (*) holds then p v I is F-boundary. 
Proof: We need to show that 1 - u v x= 1. Using De Morgan’s law for - - 
fu&zy sets and 0,weathat (l* (1 -A)=(1 -p) A (1 --A). But - - 
(1-~)=1and1-1,~1-;Z=1.So(1-~)~(1-~)=(1-~)~(1-~)= 
1 - p v IL = 1 which implies that p v 3” is F-boundary. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If A, p E [0, 11” and both are F-nowhere dense then 
3. v p is F-nowhere dense. 
So the family of F-nowhere dense sets is closed under finite unions. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. If p E [0, 11” is F-closed and an F-nowhere dense set 
then pb is an F-nowhere dense set. 
Proof: First recall that pb is F-closed. Also, pb d ji = p. So 
12 1 - p = 1 which means that pb is F-nowhere dense as claimed. 
Q.E.D. 
The next result is important because it reveals the behavior of F-boun- 
dary and F-nowhere dense sets under certain families ofF-continuous map- 
pings. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (AC, TV) and ( Y, T y) be 5t.s. Then F-boundary sets are 
stable under F-continuous urjections f: X--f Y. If, in addition, f:is F-closed 
then the family of F-nowhere dense sets is also stable. 
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Proof: First we will show that for /JE [0, llX [f(p)]” <f(@‘). From 
the definition of fuzzy interiors we have 
But because f is F-continuous and p E r Y, we have that f - '(p) E zx. So 
V (f-'(p): p <f(p) p E zY> is F-open in X. Now directly from the 
definition of the fuzzy interior we deduce that 
v W'(P)NPO 
-+f -‘(Cf(PH”)w. 
Applying f in both sides and since f(f - ‘(a)) = a for all a E [0, 11” (from 
the surjectivity off ), we deduce that 
Cf(P)l” ~fW 
as claimed. Now let ,u be an F-boundary set. We know from 
Proposition 3.7(i) that @‘= 0, which means that f(p') = 0 since by 
definition f (PLO) = sup XE,/-l(y)~o(~)=O(~)=O. But Cf(p)l” GfW'). So 
[f(p)]” < 0. Hence, again by Proposition 3.7(i) we conclude that f(p) is F- 
boundary. Finally, assume that in addition f is F-closed. Thenf(j) =f(p). 
If p is F-nowhere dense, then f(ji") r0. So [f(p)]" ~0. But 
[f(j)]” = [f(p)]“. Hence [f(p)]" = 0, which means (Proposition 3.7(i)) 
that fo is F-boundary. Therefore f (p) is an F-nowhere dense set. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If 2, p E [0, 1 lx, then p is said to be dense in 1 if and 
only if fi 3 1. 
The next result shows the transitivity of the above relation. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. If p, 1, p E [0, I] ‘, p is dense in I and 1 is dense in p 
then p is dense in p. 
Proof: Since p is dense in 1, we have ji > 2. So ,ri > 2. But since I is 
dense in p, X 2 p. Hence p 2 p which implies that p is dense in p. Q.E.D. 
In order to obtain strong results about f.t.s., we have to impose some 
regularity conditions on them. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. An f.t.s. (X, rX) is said to be regular if and only if for 
all XE X and ,u F-closed in ‘X such that p(x) < 1, then there is n, a 
neighborhood of x and E+ a neighborhood of p such that n, A 1= 0. 
The next theorem gives us a characteristic property of regular f.t.s., 
similar to the one that ordinary topological spaces possess. 
THEOREM 3.2. If x E X and n, is an F-open neighborhood of x then there 
exists A, also a fuzzy neighborhood of x such that A,. 6 A, < n,. 
Proof Clearly 1- n, is F-closed and ( 1 - n,)(x) < 1. So we can apply 
the definition f regularity with data (1 -n,, x). Hence there is a 
neighborhood 1 of 1 - n, and a neighborhood ri, of x such that I A it, = 0. 
This means that for all z E X, n(z) = 0 or A,(z) = 0 or both hold. If n(z) B 0, 
then A,(z) = 0. So d,(z) < 1 -i(z). If h,(z) 20, then n(z) = 0. So 
h,(z) 6 1 -1(z) = 1. Hence, for every z E X, h,(z) 6 1 -1(z), i.e., ri, < 1 - 1. 
But 1 - 1 is F-closed, since 1 E rX. So 6,<1-1.. Also since i is a 
neighborhood of 1 - n,, we have that 1 -n, 6 1, which implies that 
1 - 16 n,. Therefore we finally conclude that ri, 6 iz, <n, as claimed. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If x E X and 1. is F-closed such that A(x) < 1 then there 
exists a neighborhood n, of x such that ii~ A I - 0. 
ProoJ From the regularity assumption on X, we know that there xists 
a neighborhood of x E X such that n, A A= 0. Also using Theorem 3.2, we 
can find ri, again a neighborhood of x such that fi, d n,. Hence ii, A 1s 0, 
which shows that A, is the desired neighborhood of x E X. Q.E.D. 
The next result shows that our definition of regularity (Definition 3.4) is 
the appropriate one since the property is hereditary (i.e., is transferred to 
all subsets of X). 
PROPOSITION 3.12. If (X, zX) is an $t.s. and YGX then (Y, ~~1 y) is 
regular too. 
Proof: Let y E Y and ;1 is F-closed in (Y, zXj ,,) such that n(y) < 1. Then 
by the definition of the induced topology zXj yI = /i) ywhere n is F-closed 
in (X, rX). Clearly /i(y) < 1 and so from the regularity of (X, rX), we know 
that there xists a neighborhood Ny of y in X and M a neighborhood of n 
in X such that 
Ny A M=O. 
Now if n,=Nyl. and p=Mlr, then these fuzzy sets clearly are 
neighborhoods of y E Y and of 2, respectively. So from Definition 3.4, we 
deduce that (Y, ~~1 y) is indeed regular. Q.E.D. 
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Using the notion of a-compactness offuzzy sets introduced in [3], we 
can have one more level of regularity ofan f.t.s. 
DEFINITION 3.5. An f.t.s. (X, rX) is said to be locally a-compact for 
0 < a < 1 if and only if for all xE X there xists a neighborhood n, of x such 
that 5 is a-compact. 
Remark. Similarly using the notion of a*-compactness for aE (0, l] 
(see [3] or [S]), we can define locally a*-compact f.t.s. The results that 
follow, although stated with locally a-compact f.t.s., are also true for locally 
a*-compact f.t.s. 
THEOREM 3.3. If (X, tX) is a locally a-compact Jt.s., (Y, tY) is a 
Hausdorff .t.s. and f: X + Y is an F-continuous and F-open surjection then 
Y is also locally a-compact. 
ProoJ Let y E Y and x E X such that f(x) = y. Let n, be a neighborhood 
of XE X such that fi, is a-compact. Since f is F-open, then f(n,) is a 
neighborhood of f(x) = y. Also f (n,) 6 f (fi,). So f(n,) < fm (1). But 
since f is F-continuous, f(fi,) is a-compact and so it is also F-closed (see 
[ 31). Hence f(n,) =f (fi,) (2). But, again by the F-continuity off we have 
that f(n,) <f(n,) (3). Therefore, from (l), (2) and (3) above, we conclude 
that f(iir) =f(n,q). Sof(n,) is a-compact. Since yE Y was arbitrary, we con- 
clude that ( Y, z y) is indeed locally a-compact. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.6. (i) An f.t.s. (X, rX) is said to be separable ifand only 
if there xists A = {x n } nt N G X such that for all pE tX there is x,(p) E A for 
which we have I > 0. 
(ii) An f.t.s. (X, zX) is said to be C, if and only if for all x E X there 
exists a countable family of neighborhoods {nt},, N of x such that 
n”, 6 n”,- ’ and it forms a local basis for x. 
(iii) Let {x,},,~ be a net in an f.t.s. (X, TV). We say that x, +x if 
and only if for every neighborhood n, of x there xists /I Er such that for 
all a 2 fl n,(x,) > 0. 
(iv) If ALE [0, I]“, then XE X is said to be a limit (cluster or 
accumulation) point of p if and only if for every neighborhood n, of x there 
is y E X, y # x such that (n, A ,a)( y) > 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let (X, zx) and (Y, z ,,) beJt.s. then 
(i) If X is F-separable and f: X-r Y is F-continuous then f(X) c Y is 
separable too. 
(ii) If f: X+ Y is F-continuous then f(x,) + f(x) when x, + x. 
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(iii) If PE [0, l]“, x,+x, x,#x andp(x,)>Ofor alluerthen x is 
a limit point of p. 
(iv) If (X, zX) is a C,-ft.s. and x is a limit point of p then there xists 
kL,N such that p(x,) > 0 for all nE N and x, -+ x as n + co. 
Proof. (i) If 1 E r y, since f is F-continuous, f ~ '(A) E zx. Hence, 
because X is separable, there xists x, E A such that f - ‘(ll)(x,) > 0. But 
f-‘(n)(x,)=IZ(f(X*))>O. so f(X) is a so 1 separable with the separating 
set the set f(b). 
(ii) From the F-continuity of f, we know that for every 
neighborhood n,,,, off(x), f ~ ‘(nflXI) is a neighborhood of x. Since x, + x, 
there is a /?E r such that for ct 2 fl we have that f ‘(n,/(,,)(x,) >O -+
n,.(,,(f(x,)) > 0, which means that f(x,) -+ f(x). 
(iii) For every neighborhood n,of x, there xists p E f such that for 
all a 2 /3 n,(x,) >O. Also by hypothesis, I >O. Hence we have that 
(n, A p)(x,) > 0, which means that n, A p # 0. Therefore it is a limit point 
of $ll. 
(iv) Since xE X is a limit point of p, for every neighborhood n, of x, 
there is a y E X, y # x such that (n, A p)(y) > 0. Take the countable local 
basis {~k,}~~~ and let {xklkeN be such that (n: A p)(xk) > 0 for all k E N. 
Since n”, 6 nk ~ I, k E N, we conclude that xk -+ x as k -+ co as claimed. ‘i 
Q.E.D. 
We have two more useful results about nets in an f.t.s. They generalize 
corresponding properties ofnets in ordinary topological spaces. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. If (X, zx) is a Huusdorff ft.s. then the limit of a con- 
verging net is unique. 
Proof Suppose not. Then we can find a net {x~}~~~cX such that 
x, + x and x, + 2 with x # 2. This means that for every n, neighborhood 
of x there exists fl EL such that n,(x,) > 0 for all ~12 8. Also for every 
neighborhood n, of 2, there is a FE r such that n,(x,) > 0 for all ~12 j?. Let 
n, and n, be such that n, A n2 = 0. This is possible since X is a Hausdorff 
f.t.s. Since f is a directed set, we can find y 3 /I and y 3 p. Then we have 
n,(x,) > 0 n,(x,) > 0 for all CL 2 y; a contradiction. Hence x = 2 and so the 
limit of a convergent net is indeed unique. Q.E.D. 
h0~0sITI0N 3.15. x, --t x if and only if every subnet of {x, jol E r con- 
verges to x. 
ProofI The “if” part of the proposition isobvious. For the “only if 
part, we proceed as follows. Suppose that x, + x. Then there is a 
neighborhood n, of x such that for all y E r there is an LY 2 y, for which 
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n,(x,) = 0. So using as our directed set the family of neighborhoods of x, 
we can create a subnet {x~}>~~ of (x,},,~ r’ E r such that nX(xB) = 0. 
But then xg + x which contradicts our initial hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.7. An f.t.s. (X, zX) is said to be connected if and only if 
there do not exist p, 1 F-open sets, p, 1# 0 such that p v 3, = 1 and 
p A il= 0. A subset Y c X is to be connected if it is connected as a fuzzy 
topological subspace of X (i.e., with the induced (relative) fuzzy topology). 
The next two propositions present some of the most important proper- 
ties of connected fuzzy topological spaces. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. If (X, z,), ( Y, t ,,) are $t.s., f:X-+ Y is F-continuous 
and X is connected then f(X) is afso connected. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then we can find p, 1 E z ,JflxJ such that p v il= 1 
and p A i = 0 (CL, i # 0). Then since f is F-continuous, both f - ‘(p) and 
f-‘(A) belong to zX. Also we have that 
f-'(p)/Yf-'(l)=f-'(p A A)=f-'(O)=O(f(.))=O 
and 
f-'(p)vfp'(+fpl(p v n)=fp'(l)= l((f(.))=l. 
Hence X is disconnected, which contradicts he hypothesis of the 
proposition. Q.E.D. 
We close this ection with a result that shows that the family of connec- 
ted f.t.s. i  closed under arbitrary unions. 
PROPOSITION 3.17. If {A,} acrs X are connected and norc,. A, # @ then 
y= Uorer A, is connected. 
Proof Suppose not. Then there xist CL, 1E tXj ,, such that p A I = 0 and 
p v i e 1 ,@, 1# 0). We claim that there xists LX Er such that 1 X, A A> 0. 
Because if for all ct~r we had lA, A 1~0, then Vat,-(lA, A A)=0 and 
using the V-continuity ofthe lattice offuzzy sets (see [4]) we get that 
(V ac r 1 Aa) A i = 0. So 1 y A i = 0 + (p v 1) A L = 0, which implies that 
2~0, a contradiction. Now let fi=plIAa and 1 =IZIAa for the above O!E r. 
We have 
,i2r\l=O(sincepr\2=0) and @vl=l, (sincepvV=ly). 
Since fl, 1E zXI A (the relative fuzzy topology on A,), we conclude that A, is 
disconnected, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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4. FUZZY MULTIFUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let (A’, r) be an ordinary topological space and ( Y, r y) 
an f.t.s. Let A: (A’, z) + (Y, z y) be a mapping such that for every x E A’, 
A(x) is a fuzzy set. Then we say that A is a fuzzy multifunction (F-mul- 
tifunction). 
(i) A is said to be F-upper semicontinuous ifand only if for every 
neighborhood IE or ,4(x) there xists U(x) a neighborhood of x such that 
A(z) 6 A for all z E U(x), i.e., VZ, UC\-J A(U(x)) 6 i. 
(ii) A is said to be F-lower semicontinuous ifand only if for every 
p E r ,, such that A(x) A p # 0, there xists a neighborhood U(x) of x such 
that A(z) A p # 0 for all z E U(x). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. A: X -+ Y is an F-U.S.C. multifunction f and only iffor 
all pEz, A+(p)= {xEX: Ax<p} is open in X. 
Proof First suppose that A is F-U.S.C. Let XE A +(p). Then from 
Definition 4.1(i) we know that there xists a neighborhood U(x) of x such 
that for all zE U(x) A(z) 6 p. So U(x) G A +(p) which means that A + (p) is 
open as claimed. The other direction is just the definition f F-upper 
semicontinuity. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. A: X + Y is an F-1s.~. multifunction f and only iffor 
every FETE A-(p)= {xEX: Ax A p#O} is open in X. 
Proof: First assume that A is F-1s.~. 
Let p E T ,, and let x E A I. Then there is a neighborhood U(x) of x 
such that AZ A p # 0 for all z E U(x). So U(x) E A (p) which implies that 
A I is open in X. Now suppose that A - (p) is open. Let p E z y be such 
that A ~ (FL) # @. Let x E A ~~ (CL). Then A (,u) is an open neighborhood of 
x by definition for every z E A ~ (p) we have AZ A p # 0. So A is F-1.s.c. 
Q.E.D. 
We recall the following important information from [3]: 
“If ,u E [0, 1 ] ‘, we will say that {A,},,,c [0, l] ’ forms an cc*-shading 
of p if for every y~suppp= {ye Y:p(y)>O} there is a /IE~ such that 
l,(x) 3 c1, aE (0, 11. 
Then we will say that p is an cc*-compact fuzzy set if every cc*-shading 
admits a finite subshading.” 
THEOREM 4.1. If A: X -+ Y is a l-compact valued, F-U.S.C. multifunction 
and KC X is compact then A(K) is l-compact. 
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proof Let bs>ber be a l-shading of A(K)=V,,,Ax. Let XEK. By 
hypothesis Ax is l-compact. Sofrom the l-shading {/J~}~~,- we can extract 
a finite 1-subshading. Call it {pr}rc ,-, where r’ is finite. Then define 
Px=VYErPy. From the fact that A is F-u.s.c., we know from 
Proposition 4.1 that A + (p,) is open for every x E K So {A +(p,)},, K
forms an open cover of K. But K is by hypothesis compact in X. So we can 
find a finite subcovering {A + (I~~~)}; = 1 of K. Then clearly {p,>;=, is a 
finite 1-subshading ofA(K). Hence we conclude that A(K) is l-compact. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An f.t.s. ( Y,r ,,) is said to be quasiregular if and only if 
for y, a fuzzy point and p and F-closed set such that y, k p (i.e., y, +! p), 
there xist p, 1~r, such that yk<p (ykep), p<A and p A 1~0. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A fuzzy multifunction A: X--+ Y is said to be closed if 
and only if when y, -& Ax (i.e., y, $AX), there is a neighborhood U(x) of x 
and p E t y such that p > yk (i.e., y, E ,u) for which if z E U(x), Az A p = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If ( Y, r y) is a quasiregular ,jIt.s. and A : X + Y is an F- 
closed F-U.S.C. multifunction then A is closed. 
Proof Let XE X and y, be a fuzzy singleton such that y, $ Ax (i.e., 
there is y E Y such that Ax(y) 6 k). From the quasiregularity of Y we know 
that there xist p, i E z ,, such that p 2 Ax, &y, and p A ;1= 0. Then using 
the F-upper semicontinuity of A, we can find a neighborhood U(x) of x 
such that for all z E U(x), we have A(x) 6 p. Hence AZ A i. = 0. But then 
from Definition 4.3, we conclude that A is closed. Q.E.D. 
Another useful characterization of closed fuzzy multifunctions is the 
following. Again assume that (Y, zy) is quasiregular f.t.s. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let A: X+ Y be a fuzzy multifunction such that: 
(i) A is closed. 
(ii) Let x, +x, yZn + yk, y;, E Ax,, (i.e., y;, < Ax,,) and for all N > 0, 
there xist n> N such that Ax, < Ax. 
Then yk E Ax. 
ProoJ: Suppose not. Then since Y is a quasiregular f.t.s., we know that 
there xist p, 1 E z y such that Ax d p, y, E 1 and p A A E 0. Since y;, -+ yk as 
n + co, there is an N > 0 such that for all n 3 N, yin E 1. So for all n b N, 
y;. A Ax = 0. Let n, > N be such that AX,~ < Ax. Then y? A Ax s 0, a con- 
tradiction since by hypothesis y;“0 E Axno. Hence y, E Ax a? claimed. Q.E.D. 
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The next results are about the stability of the family of upper semicon- 
tinuous fuzzy multifunctions u der certain operations. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (Z, z1 ) and (Z, ~z) be ordinary topological spaces 
and (Y, z y) an ft.s. If A, : Z -+ 2x is a U.S.C. ordinary multrfunction such that 
R(A,)=X and A,: X+ Y is an F-U.S.C. multzfiinction he A,oA, is an F- 
u.s.c. multifunction. 
Proof Let p E z ,,. Then we have 
@,~A,)+(P)= (=Z: (AP~)(z)~/J) 
= {zEZ: A,(z)cA;(p)} 
= A: (A: (~1). 
But A:(p) is open in X and A:(A:(p)) is open in Z (since A,, A, are 
both u.s.c.). Hence by Proposition 4.1, A2 0 A, is F-U.S.C. Q.E.D. 
Remark. A similar result holds if A, and A, are assumed to be lower 
semicontinuous. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let {A, ); = , : X + Y be U.S.C. fuzzy multtfiinctions 
then V; = I A, is also a U.S.C. fuzzy multifunction. 
Proof Let ~LEZ,,. We will show that (Vi=, Ak)+(u)={x~X: 
V;=JMQU) . is o en in X. Assume without loss of generality hat P 
(V$=t Ak)+(p)#/25 and let x~(V;=i Ak)+(p). Then A,(x)<p for all 
kE (1 ... n}. But since by hypothesis A, is F-u.s.c., there is a neighborhood 
U,(x) of x such that for all ZE U,(x), A,z <u. Let U(x) = n;=, U,(x). 
Then clearly U(x) G (V$= r Ak) + (p). So we conclude that (Vi!, AJ + (,u) 
is open and by Proposition 4.1, V; =, Ak is F-U.S.C. Q.E.D. 
We have an analogous result for 1,s.~. fuzzy multifunctions. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If {Ak};=,: X+ Y are 1.s.c. ,fuzzy multifunctions then 
Ai = , A, : X + Y is also F-1.s.c. 
Proof Let ,u~z~. We will show that (I’$=~ h-(p)= 
{xEX: (A;=, Ak)(x) A p #O} is open in X. Again assume that 
(A;=, Ak)-(p)#12(. Let .a+~(/j;=~ Ak))(p). Then A,x A p#O for 
ke {l...n}. Since for every k E { 1 ... nl, A, is F-l.s.c., there is a 
neighborhood U,(x) such that for ZE U,(x), Ak(z) A p #O. Now if 
U(x) = n;: =, U,(x), then for every z’ E U(x) (A; =, Ak)(z’) A ,u # 0. So 
U(x) c (A;= I A,)-.(p) and therefore (A;=, Ak) ~ (p) is open, which by 
Proposition 4.2 means that A;= , A, is F-1.s.c. Q.E.D. 
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5. LINEAR FUZZY MULTIFUNCTIONS 
This section is based on the recent work on Fuzzy Vector Spaces done 
by Karsaras [5], Katsaras and Liu [6] and Lowen [9]. We refer to the 
above papers for several notions and operations u ed in this ection. 
So let X be a topological vector space and (Y, z y) a fuzzy topological 
vector space (abbreviated by f.t.v.s.). 
DEFINITION 5.1. A fuzzy multifunction A: X + Y is said to be linear if 
and only if: 
(i) A(x+x’)=Ax+Ax’. 
(ii) A(1.x) = JAx for all 1. ER. 
(iii) If w, + w2= y, then Ax(w,) A Ax(w,) < Ax(O) A Ax(y). 
then (VyEx ‘ww,)) A (V,.xAx(w,))= 
Note that from (ii), we deduce that A(0) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If A : X---f Y is a linear fuzzy multifunction and VC X 
then A( V) = V,, y Ax is a fuzz,y subspace of Y. 
Proof. First for 2 E R, we have iA( V) < A(V). 
This is because ~A(V)=lLV...Ax. If 220, EGV,,xAx= 
A(~x)=V.,.x 
k&V 
Ax=A(X). If J-60, IZVXEYAx=/jxEYA(~x)= 
xEYA~=A(V). Next we want to show that A(V)+A(V)< 
A(V). By definition we have 
CA(V+A(V)I(.Y)= v Ax+ v A-x (~1 
XE v .Y tv 1 
= 
A-ew2) IE v 1 = sup /,/ Ax(w,) A AX(W),) 
h’l+w rev 
d v Ax(O) A Ax(y) 
it v 
for all yE Y. 
So A(V) + A( V) d A( V) as defined. Therefore A(V) is indeed a fuzzy sub- 
space of Y. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. For p, A E [0, 1 ] ‘, we define for y E Y 
(P+n)(Y)= sup PL(W1) * 4w) w,+wz=y 
~'=(WI,W2)E~-'(Y) 
where q5:A,xAi.+A,+AL, with A, and An the actual fuzzy sets with 
membership functions p and A, respectively. 
Also (h)(~)=~L((llA)y). 
These definitions areconsistent with those of Katsaras and Liu [6], who 
do not use the identification of fuzzy sets with their membership functions 
that we have adopted in this work. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If A: X -+ Y is a linear fuzzy multifunction with the 
property thatfor IIZ [0, 11, A(lx) 6 Ax then $Ks X is convex then A(K) is 
fuzzy convex. 
ProofI Let A E [0, l] and y E Y. We have 
[AA(K) + Cl- 2) A( 
= [A(W + 41- ~)K)l(y) 
= x~K&x)+ ‘i/ A(1 -2)x) (Y) 
XEK 1 = w, ye= y vK A(Ax)(w, 1 A v A (1- l)xNwd 
.x E K 
W sup A(lx)(w,) A A((1 -2)x)(+) .x EK WI + =‘2 = ., 
GV SUP A(x)(w,) * A(x)(wJ 
xeK”‘l+w2=.” 
=.xyKAx(0) A AX(Y) 
for all yE Y. 
SO we have that for 1 E [0, I], LA(K) + (1 -A) A(K) <A(K) which implies 
that A(K) is indeed fuzzy convex. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If A: X --, Y is as in Proposition 5.2 then for every 
x E X, Ax is fuzzy convex. 
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DEFINITION 5.2. A fuzzy set p E [0, l] ’ is said to be 
(i) fuzzy balanced if and only if kp < p for ) k( < 1, 
(ii) fuzzy absorbing if and only if Vk a0 kp = 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If Kc X is absorbing, B E X is balanced and A: X + Y 
is a fuzzy linear multifunction such that A(X) = 1 then A(K) is fuzzy absorb- 
ing and A(B) is fuzzy balanced. 
Proof: For IkJ 6 1, we have 
kA(B)(y)6N4(y)= v AX(Y). 
xakB 
But B is an ordinary balanced set in X. Hence kB G B. So we get that 
kA(BNy)G v Ax(Y)=A(BMY) for all Ikl 6 1. 
x E B 
Therefore A(B) is fuzzy balanced as claimed. Next we have 
v kA(K)= v A(kK)=A 
k>O k>O 
Hence VkaO kA(K) = 1 which implies that A(K) is indeed fuzzy absorbing. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Zf 
(i) A,, A2 : X -+ Y are linear fuzzy multifunctions, 
00 supw, +w2=y CA,x(w,) A A,x’(wdl A supw,+wl=y CA,x(w,) A 
Azx’(MI = su~wl+wz=.p {CA,x(w,) A A~x’(wz)I A CA,x(w,) A
A,x’(wdl>> 
(iii) VXEX CA,x A &I = CV,,xAlxl v CVxsx 4x1 
then F, A F2 is a linear multifunction too. 
Proof We will check one by the requirements ofDefinition 5.1. So we 
have 
(A, A Az)(X+X’)=AI(X+X’) A ,4,(X+X’) 
= CA,(x) + A,Wl A [AZ(X) + A&‘)1 
A SUP CAAw1) A A,x’(w,)l 
“,+W2=y 
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= .,,;;p_,; UxXh) A A,x’(wdl 
* CA2x(w,) A A2X’(Wdl> 
= SUP C(A,x A AZX)(W,) * (A,X'A A*X’NW2)1 w, +,v* = )
= CC-41 A A*)(x) + (A, A A*W)l(.Y) for all y E Y. 
So (A, A &)(x+x’)=(A, A A,)(x)+(A, A ,4,)(x’) for all x,x’~X. Next 
1etAERandyEY. 
A(A, A A,)(x)(y)=4A,x A A,x)(y)=(A,x * -42x1 
i. ) 
;1Y 
=nA,(x)(Y) A AA,(X)(Y) 
= IA, A A,(~X)l(Y) 
= (A, * A*)(AX)(Y) for all yE Y. 
So for IER, ;1(A, A A2)(x)=(Al AA~)(Lx). Now for yeY and 
w, + w2 = y, we have from the linearity ofA, and A, 
A,x(w,) * A,x(w,)dA,x(O) A A,X(Y) 
A2X(WI) A A,x(w,)dA,x(O) A Azx(y), 
From these two inequalities w  get that 
(A,x A A,x)(w,) * (‘4,x A A2x)(w) 
d(A,x A A*X)(O) A (A,x A A,x)(y). 
Finally, requirement (iv) of Definition 5.1 follows from hypothesis (iii) of 
the proposition. So A, A A 2 is indeed fuzzy linear. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.3. A fuzzy set p E [0, I ] ’ is said to be fuzzy cone if and 
only if for every 1> 0, ,~(Lyy) 3 p(y). If, in addition, ,Uis fuzzy convex, then 
it is called a fuzzy convex cone. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. If K E X is a cone and A: X -+ Y is a linear fuzzy mul- 
tifunction then A(K) is a fuzzy cone. 
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Proof Let I > 0. For any y E Y, we have 
4KMY) =v +(Y) 
XEK 
=yK” (ix) (Y)=I~KA(x’)o=~,~~i)KA(X’)(Y). 
But (l/A)K r K, since by hypothesis K is a cone in X. So A( K)(Ay) = 
A (K)( y ) for all yE Y. Hence A(K) is indeed afuzzy cone. Q.E.D. 
For our next proposition, which is about the stability of linear fuzzy 
multifunctions u der composition, we need the following auxiliary esult. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A: X + Y be a linear fuzzy mult$unction and 
B,, B, E X. If for any y E Y, we haoe 
(i) w,,~w, ‘\i’,, C&,)(w,) A &Ad1 
:2EB2 
=V sup (Az,(w,) * Az,(w,)), =, EB, w, + “‘2 = ” 
qtB2 
(ii) for w, + w2 = y 
then 
v Az,(w,) A AzAw,)= v Az,(w,) * v Az,(w,), 
2, E B, i, E B, Z2EB2 
z2cB2 
;,b’B,4zJ+A(zd= v &I)+ v &d 
‘1 E B, z2eB2 
ZZEBZ 
Proof By definition, forany ye Y, we have 
vB, R(i,)+&J] (Y) 
= ,y, (A(z,) +&J)(Y) 
a t & 
=V sup Az,(wI) A AZZ(WZ) 
i,EB, W,+WQ=Y 
z2~B2 
(from hypothesis (i)) 
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= sup ( V Az,(w,)) A ( V A32(~i)] (from hypothesis (ii)) nq + “‘2 = j’ Z,EBl zzE& 
= v AZ, + v AZ, (vi i, E El iZE& 1 
Hence, we conclude that 
v A(z,)+A(z,)= v A(z,)+ v &A. Q.E.D. 
2, E BI z, E B, z2tB2 
z> E B2 
Now we are ready for the final proposition fthis ection. 
Let X, Z be ordinary topological vector spaces and (Y, r ,,) a fuzzy 
topological vector space. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If A, : X--f Z is a linear ordinary multifunction with 
A,(X) = Z and A ,(O) = 0, A, : Z + Y is a linear fuzzy multzjiinction and 
hypotheses (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.1 hold then A, 0 A, : Z + X is a positively 
linear multifunction (i.e., homogeneity holds for 1 E R,+ ). 
Proof Again we will check one by one the requirements of 
Definition 5.1. So, for any x, x’ E X, we have 
(A,~A,)(x+x’)=A,(A,(x+x’))=A,(A,x+A,x’) 
= v A,(z, +z,) = v A,zl + A,z, 
zj EA,x Z,EA,X 
z2 E AI-c’ 22 EA,s' 
= v Azz, + v A,z, (using Lemma 5.1) 
i, EA,x i2E .4,.x' 
= AZ(A,x)+ A,(A,x’) 
=(A,~A,)(x)+A,~A,)(x’). 
Now let 2~ R,f and XE X 
l(A,~A,)(x)=~AZ(A,x)=A,(IA,x)=A,(A,(/Zx)) 
= (A20 A,)(~X). 
Next, for any y E Y and for w1 + w2 = y, we have 
VZ~A,)(X)(WI) * (A,~A,)(xNwJ 
= (A,(A,x))(w,) * (Az(A,x))(%) 
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=(Az”A,)(X)(0) A (A, A A,)(X)(Y), 
Finally, requirement (iv) of Definition 5.1 follows from the fact hat A, is a 
linear fuzzy multifunction. Q.E.D. 
6. MEASURABLE FUZZY MULTIFUNCTIONS 
The results inthis ection of the paper are based on some remarkable 
extensions of measure theory to fuzzy mathematics obtained recently by 
Klement [7]. So, again, we refer to this paper for any notion or operation 
that we will use in the sequence without defining it. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let (X, Z) be a measurable space and ( Y, r ,,) and f.t.s. 
Consider the fuzzy Bore1 a-field ~(7~) generated by ry. Then a fuzzy mul- 
tifunction 
A: (XC)+ (Y, dzy)) 
is said to be measurable if for every ~1 Er y 
{xEX: AX A ~#O)EZ. 
We remind the reader that by the domain of a fuzzy multifunction we 
mean the set {xEX: AxfO}. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If A: X -+ Y is a measurable fuzzy multifunction then 
dom AEC. 
Prooj From the definition of the domain of A, we have that 
domA={xEX:Ax#O}={xEX:Axr\ l#O>. 
Since 1 E z ,, and A is a measurable fuzzy multifunction, we conclude using 
Definition 6.1 that dom A E Z. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If (X, T) is a topological space and A: X -+ Y is an F- 
I.s.c. fuzzy multifunction then A is measurable. 
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ProoJ First assume that A is F-1.s.c. Then for every PE TV, 
A-(p)={x~X:Axr\p#O0) is open (see Proposition4.2). So A-(~)EB.; 
where B, is the Bore1 g-field ofX. Therefore A is measurable. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. If (A,};=, : X-+ Y are measurable fuzzy mul- 
@unctions then V,“= , A,, is a measurable fuzzy multifunction. 
ProoJ Let p E z y. Then we have 
A-‘(p)= (XEXAX A p#O} = 
1 
XEX: v A,(x) A p#O 
?I=1 i 
= 
i 
XEX: v [A,(x) A p]#O = 6 {xEX: A,XA p#O}. 
n=l I n=l 
But since each A, is measurable then (x E X: A,x A p # 0} E C. So 
u,“=, {x E X: A,x A p # 0} EC. Therefore V,“= i A, is a measurable fuzzy 
multifunction. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If A,, A2 : X -+ Y are measurable fuzzy multifunctions 
then so is A, A AZ. 
Proof: Let p E t y. It is easy to see that (A, A AZ) (p) = 
A r (,u) n A z (p). But since A i, A, are both measurable fuzzy multifunctions, 
we have that A;(p), A,(,u)EB,. So A;(~)~A-‘(~)EB,--+ 
(A, A AZ) - (FL) E B, which implies that A, A A, is measurable. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 6.2. If p, J. E [0, 1 ] ‘, then their algebraic product is the new 
fuzzy set p. ,? defined by 
(P.A)(Y)=P(Y)4Y) for all y E Y. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If A,, A, : X + Y are measurable fuzzy multifunctions 
then so is A,. A’. 
ProoJ: Let PLE zy. Let B, = {xEX: A,x.A~x A p#O}. Also, let 
B,={xeX:A,xr\ A,xr\p#O}. We claim that B,=B,. Suppose that 
XEB,. Then A,x.A,x A ,u#O, and so there xists at least one ye Y such 
that A,x(y).A,(x)(y)>O and p(y)>O. But then A,x(y)>O, A,x(y)>O 
and ,u( y) > 0, which implies that Akx A A,x A p # 0. This shows that 
B, s B,. 
Now we will show that the opposite inclusion also holds. Let x E B,. 
Then there is y E Y such that A,x( y) > 0, A,x( y) > 0 and p(y) > 0. So 
A,x(y).A,x(y)>O and p(y)>O. Hence A,x.A,x A p#O, which shows 
that B, c B,. Therefore we conclude that B, = B,. But B, EC because 
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A 1 A A2 is measurable (see Proposition 6.4). Hence, B, G C and this proves 
that A,. A2 is measurable. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. If A,, A, : X + Y are measurable fuzzy multifunctions 
then so is A, x A,. 
Remark. For the definition and properties ofproducts of fuzzy sets, see 
CQI. 
Proof. Let p be open in [0, 11’ x [0, l] ‘. Define the set 
D={x~X:(A,xA,)xr\p#0} 
where P, and P, are the projections to X, Y, respectively. But both subsets 
of X above are in B, since P, p, P, p E z ,, and A 1, A, are measurable. So
D E B, which means that A, x A, is indeed measurable. Q.E.D. 
7. F-CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS AND SEQUENCES OF FUZZY SETS 
We conclude our work with some useful new results on F-continuous 
mappings between two fuzzy topological spaces. We also introduce the 
notions of liminf, limsup and limit of fuzzy sets and study several of their 
properties. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let (X, zx) and (Y, zy) be two f.t.s. If f: X-, Y is sur- 
jective, l-l (i.e., injective) and both f and f -’ are F-continuous then f is 
said to be an F-homeomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let f: X -+ Y be a one to one surjection. Then f is an 
F-homeomorphism if and only if one of the following two conditions holds: 
0) f(iz)=f(p)for every PEW, ll”, 
(ii) f- = f - ‘(2) for every 1 E [0, 1 ] ‘. 
Proof From [ 111, we know that 
is equivalent toF-continuity off and 
f(d2f(PL) 
is equivalent toF-continuity off ~ ‘. So (i) is equivalent tof being an F- 
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bicontinuous bijection. Similarly, we can prove the proposition with con- 
dition (2). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let f: X -+ Y be as in Proposition 7.1. Then f is an F- 
homeomorphism $ and only if/i = f - ‘(f(p)) for all ,u E [0, 1 ] x. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let (Z, zz) be an jIt.s. too. If , : X -+ Z is F-continuous 
and surjective, f2:Z -+ Y is F-continuous and h = f2 0 fiis F-open then f2 is F- 
open. 
Proof. Let p E tZ. Then since f, is by hypothesis surjective we have that 
f, 0 f; l(p) = p. So f*(p) = fi ofi 0 f; ‘(p) = h(f; l(p)). But, since fi is F- 
continuous, f ,- ‘(p) EtX. So, since by hypothesis h = fro fi is F-open, 
h(f r ‘(A) E 7 y. Hence f&4 E z y. Since p E r r was arbitrary, we conclude 
that f2 is F-open. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 7.2. An F-continuous mapping f: X + Y is said to be F- 
bicontinuous ifand only if 
(i) f is surjective, 
(ii) peTy++f -‘(p)ETx. 
Remark. This notion differs from that introduced in Definition 7.1 
because we did not make any injectivity assumption about f: 
PROPOSITION 7.3. The F-continuous mapping f: A’+ Y is F-bicontinuous 
if and only if 
(i) f is surjectiue, 
(ii) p is an F-closed set in Y-f -l(p) is F-closed in A’. 
Proof: First assume that f is F-bicontinuous. Clearly by (i) of 
Definition 7.2 f is surjective. N xt let p be an F-closed set in Y. Then 
1 -PETy. so f -‘(l -P)EZ./. Hence 1 -f ~ ‘(p) ErX which means that 
f-‘(p) is an F-closed set in X. Now assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Let 
AETY. Then 1 - 1 is an F-closed set in Y. So by (ii) we kr.ow that 
f-1(1-I)=1-f~1(~)isF-closedinX,whichmeansthatf-1(~)~t,.So 
by Definition 7.2, f is F-bicontinuous. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. If f: X + Y is F-continuous, F-open (or F-closed) and 
surjective mapping then f is F-bicontinuous. 
Proof From the F-continuity off we have that if p E zy, then 
fhl(,u)etX. Next we will show that iff -l(p)ErX, then pats. From the 
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surjectivity off we have that f(f - l(p)) = p. Since f - ‘(CL) E zX and f is F- 
open, we get that f(f - ‘(p)) Er y. So p E r y as desired. Q.E.D. 
The next result relates Definitions 7.1 and 7.2. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Iff: X-t Y is F-bicontinuous and one to one (i.e., injec- 
tiue) then f is an F-homeomorphism. 
Proof. Since fis l-l and onto then f ~’ is a well-defined map on Y. We 
will show that it is also continuous. Let 1~ zX. Because f is injective, 
II = f - '(f(A)) and from the F-bicontinuity off we get that f(A) E r y. So 
f ~ ’ is F-continuous. Therefore f is an F-homeomorphism. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. Let (Z, T=) be an Jt.s., too. If fi: X+ Z is F-bicon- 
tinuous and f2 : Z -+ Y is any map then 
(i) iff = f20 fi is F-continuous, o is f2, 
(ii) iff = f20 fi is F-bicontinuous, so is fi. 
Proof. (i) Let ~EZ~. From the F-continuity off, we have that 
f - ‘(p) EtX. So (f2 0fi) ~l(p) = f; '(f; l(p)) Erx. From the F-bicontinuity 
offi>f;'(P)E~Z, which implies that fi is F-continuous. 
(ii) Clearly f is surjective and from (i) we deduce that it is also F- 
continuous. Now suppose that f; ‘(11) E zz. We will show that p E ry. But 
fl-'(f;W=f-? 1 p E rX and since it was assumed to be F-bicontinuous, 
we conclude that p E z ,,. Hence f2 is F-bicontinuous. Q.E.D. 
Next we deal with sequences of fuzzy sets and’their convergence proper- 
ties. 
DEFINITION 7.3. (i) We say that PE [0, 11” is the limit inferior f
{P~},,~E [0, 11” if and only if for all ~~Xliminf,,,, ~,,(x)=~(x). Then 
we write that p = liminf, _ m pL,. 
(ii) Similarly, we say that p E [0, 11” is the limit superior of 
{p,},, NE [0, 11” if and only if for all xE X limsup, -t ~ p,Jx) = p(x). Then 
we write that ,U = limsup, _ m pn. 
(iii) We say that {pn}nEN converges to p E [0, 1 ] ’ if and only if for 
all xE X liminf, ~ o. pn(x) = limsup, ~ co pL,(x) = lim, _ o. p,(x) = p(x). 
The next result is a useful topological characterization of the liminf and 
limsup of a sequence of fuzzy sets. 
THEOREM 7.1. If p, are F-closed for all n E N then liminf, _ m p,, and 
limsup, _ o. ,uL, are both F-closed. 
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ProoJ By definition 
< V /j ji,=liminfii, 
l?ZEN iZ>l?l n-30 
so 
liminf ,kL, < liminf E. (1) 
But E = p,, for all nE N since p,, is F-closed. So we have that 
liminf z = liminf p,. (2) n-n, n * SK 
From (1) and (2), we deduce that liminf, _ x /A,, = liminf, j %p,,. Hence 
liminf, _ m pL, is F-closed. For the limit superior, note that 
limsupp,= A V p .G A V k= /j V Z=limwTi;;. n-m m~Nn,m NltN FZ3-m mtN n2m n-m 
The rest of the proof goes as for limit inferior. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.2. The limit of a convergent sequence {,u,,},, N of F-closed 
sets is itself F-closed. 
In the sequence we list some straightforward but nevertheless useful 
properties ofthe limit inferior. The same results are true with limsup 
instead of liminf. 
(1) Zj’ ,u, < A, for all n E N, then liminf, _ (u pL, < liminf,, _ ixA,. This 
follows directly from Definition 7.3. 
(2) liminf, _ ,(pL, A A,) d liminf, _ u. pu, A liminf, _ o. I, because 
p, A i, < pL,. So liminf, _ a, P,~ A A,, < liminf, _ o. p,, (from (1)) and 
p,, A 1, < A,,. So liminf,, _ co p,, A A,, < liminf, _ r*, L, (from (1)). Hence we 
conclude that liminf, p , A A,, G liminf, _ o. pn A liminf,, _ m A,. 
(3) liminf,, _ ,@A,, v A,) > (liminf,, _ m ,u,,) v (liminf, _ u3 A,) because 
pL, v A,,2 Pi. So liminf,, _ ,(p, v A,,) 2 liminf, _ ic ,u, (from (1)) and 
I*,, v i, > A,,. So liminf, _ ,(pn v A,) > liminf, _ m A, (from (1)). Hence 
liminf, _ m (pL, v A,) > liminf, _ ~ px v liminf, _ 53 A,. 
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(4) For F,,: Y+ [0, llX we have 
V liminf FJy) 6 limizf V F,,(y) 
yeY n’a3 I’E Y 
--+ V liminfE;,(yK V /j (V FJYI) 
JEY “-= MEN ntm I’t Y 
+ v liminf F,( y) < liminf V F,(y). 
J’EY n-X n - 3c .L’ t Y 
(5) Zfk,<k,< . ..k.,< . ..then liminf,,,~,,6liminf,,,,~,~. This 
follows directly from Definition 7.3. 
(6) liminf, j 3c (11, x 1,) = liminf, _ o pn x liminf, _ n. 2,. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. In general, liminf, _ iu II,, 6 limsup, _m A,,. Also 
limsup, _ ~ IV, = [liminf, _ m ,I:]’ (where 1’ denotes the fuzzy complement). 
Proof: The first statement of the proposition isa direct consequence of 
Definition 7.3. For the second we proceed as follows: 
liminf & = V /j Al=// /j l-1, 
n-cc ma1 n2m ma1 n>m 
=I- A V 1,=1-limsupl,. 
ma1 n>m 
So [liminf, _ ~ J*L] = limsup, _ ol 2,. Q.E.D. 
In [l], Azad introduced fuzzy P-spaces. An f.t.s. (X, rX) is said to be a 
fuzzy P-space if and only if every countable union of F-closed sets is still F-
closed. 
With the next result, we enrich this definition. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. (X, zx) is a fuzzy P-space if and only if euery coun- 
table intersection of F-open sets is still F-open. 
Proof. Let {Pi},, NG zX. We need to show that A,“= i pL, ErX. By De 
Morgan’s law 1 -A,“= i p,, = V,“= I 1 - p,, and 1 -p, is F-closed for all 
n E N. Since X is a P-space, V,“= , 1 - p,, is F-closed. Hence A,“= r p,, ETV as 
desired. Now let {A,},, N be F-closed sets. Again 1 -V,“= I 1, = 
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A,“=, l-1, and ~--&,ET~ for all ngN. So A,“=, (1-1,)~~~. Hence 
V,“= i A,, is F-closed and so F is a P-space. Q.E.D. 
For those spaces, we have the following result connecting the notions of 
liminf (limsup) and of fuzzy semicontinuity. 
THEOREM 7.2. If (X, zx) is a fuzzy P-space and (Y, z) is an ordinary P- 
space and for all nEN, A,: Y + [0, 11” is F-u.s.c. then liminf,, m A, 
Wsw, _ m A,) is also F-U.S.C. 
Prooj We will prove the theorem only for liminf. The proof for limsup 
is similar. From the definition ofthe upper semicontinuity of fuzzy mul- 
tifunctions, for every n E N and ln E zX such that A,(y) < ,n,, there xists a 
neighborhood U,(y) of y such that A,(z) < pL, for all ZE U,(y). Let 
U(v) = fiF=, U,(y). Since yE U(y), U(y) # /21 and because Y is a P-space, 
U(y) is open in Y. From the properties ofliminf we know that 
V liminf A,( y) 6 limizf yyy A,(y) + V liminf A,(z) 
y.zY n-m ytU(y) n-+m 
6liminf V A,(z). 
n-az z.sU(y) 
But V:, v(y) A,(z) d p,. So we have that 
V liminfA,(z)61iminfpL,= V /j pL,. 
zeU(y) n+m n-30 ma1 n>m 
Since (X, rX) is a fuzzy P-space, Anam I,, is F-open (Proposition 7.8). So 
v A”>rn ma1 ,u,, E rX. Hence liminf, _ 33 A, is a U.S.C. fuzzy multifunction. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark, The same result holds for 1.s.c. fuzzy multifunctions. 
DEFINITION 7.4. For p, 1 E [0, 1 lx, we define ,n - A by: 
(P-n)(x) = P(X) if p(x) > A(x) 
=o otherwise. 
Observe that for ordinary (crisp) sets, this operation reduces to the usual 
set theoretic difference. 
PROPOSITION 7.9. Let D = fir=, {x: p,,(x) > l,(x)} # 0. If 
liminf, _ m j+ > liminf,, _ m A,,, then liminf, _ ,(P~ - A,) < liminf, - m p,, -
liminf, _ o. I,. 
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ProoJ We know that liminf,,,(~~~II,)=VmcNl\nZm(~nNIZn)= 
liminf, ~ o. p, x0. 
Also liminf,, _ m pL, -liminf,, _ o. A,, 3 liminf, ~ oo pnxo. So the result 
follows. Q.E.D. 
Remark. A similar result holds for the limit superior. 
PROPOSITION 7.10. If A: X-+ Y is a U.S.C. fuzzy muftijiinction and 
B: X + Y is any fuzzy multifunction then A - B is a U.S.C. fuzzy multifunction. 
Proof. From Definition 7.4, we have that A - B 6 A. 
Now since A is by hypothesis F-u.s.c., forevery p E T Y such that Ax f p, 
there is a neighborhood U(x) of x such that A(z) < p for all zE U(x). So for 
all ZEU(X), we have (A-B)(z)dp. Hence U(x)s(A-.B)+(p) which 
means that A N B is F-U.S.C. as claimed. Q.E.D. 
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